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Let B be a linear space over the reals. Let P, Q be two real-valued 
quadratic forms on d in the sense that there exist real-valued bilinear 
forms P(x, y), Q(x, y) on d x &such that P(x) = P(x, x), Q(x) = Q(x, x) 
for all x in 8. We assume that P and Q are independent on 8, that is, 
that there exist no multipliers A, ,u, not both zero, such that 
AP(x) +pQ(x) = 0 (1) 
on 8. We metrize finite dimensional linear spaces with a Euclidean metric. 
The present paper will be concerned with the study of the properties 
of the class M of multipliers (1,~) such that the inequality 
W4 + pQ(4 > 0 (2) 
holds on d and of the subset M+ of M of multipliers (A,,u) such that the 
strict inequality 
I+) + PQH >O (3) 
holds for all x # 0 on 8. In particular we shall be concerned with obtaining 
conditions which insure that Mf is not empty or that M is nontrivial 
in the sense that M contains multipliers other than the trivial set (A, ,u) = 
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(0, 0). Clearly M is closed. It should be observed that if (A’, ,u’) and 
(A”, ,u”) belong to one of the sets M or A4’ then the multipliers 
1 = aA’ _I- IA”. ,” -= a,~’ -+ bp” (a > 0, b > 0, II 4 b 3.’ 01 (4, 
belong to the same set. It should be observed further that if (A, ,UJ I* (0, 0) 
is in M, then (- A, - p) cannot be in M, since otherwise the relation (1) 
would hold on B and P, Q would be dependent. It follows from (4) that 
if M is nontrivial, it is generated by a single set of multipliers or b!, ;I 
pair of independent sets of multipliers. In the first instance M consists 
of all nonnegative multiples of a nontrivial set (A’, p’). In the secontl 
instance there exist two independent sets of multipliers (A’, ,u’), (A”. ,M”,I 
such that the nontrivial multipliers (A, ,u) in M are expressible in the form 
(4). If M has a single generator and M’ is not empty, then M i differs 
from M by the trivial set. M’e shall show that this cannot occur if 8 is of 
finite dimension. If M possesses two independent generators, then, as 
we shall see presently, M+ is either empty or contains the interior of M. 
=\s a first result we have 
THEOREM 1. The class M of multi$iers is nvntrivial if and OH!\, if 
there exists n *air of numbers (u, v) such that the eqzlations 
/I =-- P(x), 7’ = Q(x) (5) 
are satisfied b?j ~$0 element .Y in 8. 
This result is an immediate consequence of the following 
THEOREM 2. TIte image of t” under the transformation (5) is a convex 
set W with the proeerty that if 70 = (u, 71) is in W so also is nw = (au, asl) 
for all nonnegative numbers a. 
Theorem 2 states that W is a convex cone. It follows that if CV is 
not the uv plane then it lies in a half-plane defined by an inequality of 
the form 
where (A,,u) # (0, 0). Hence the inequality (2) holds on d for this set of 
multipliers and M is nontrivial. Theorem I is therefore a consequence 
of Theorem 2. 
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In order to establish Theorem 2 observe first that in view of the 
homogeneity relations 
P(~cx) = a2P(x), Q(a4 = a%4 
the point (au, av) with a > 0 is in W if (u, v) is in W. Consider now two 
vectors w’ = (U’, v’), 20” = (U”, v“) in W which are linearly independent. 
Select x and y in d such that 
2L’ = P(x), ‘o’ = Q(x), ad’ = P(y), v” = Q(y). 
Since wet’ and w” are linearly independent we can select constants p, o such 
that 
P(x, y) = pu’ + cd’, 
We then have 
Q(x, y) = pv’ + m”. 
P(ax + By) = a2P(x) + 2aj?P(x, y) + jPP(y) = au’ + bv’, 
Q(ax + Py) = a2Q(N + 2aPQ(x, y) + P2Q(y) = ad’ + bv” 
where 
a = a2 + Bpafi, b = /I2 + 2aap. (6) 
The convexity of W will be established if we show that given two positive 
numbers a, b Eqs. (6) have a solution a, p. For then the point aw’ + bw” 
will be the image of ax + py. To see that Eq. (6) has at least one solution 
(a, p) we set /? = ma and obtain the relation 
a(ms + 2om) = b(1 + 2pm). 
Since a and b are positive, this equation has one root m such that pm 3 0. 
The set 
a = (1 + 2pm) - l”, P=ma 
satisfies (6) and Theorem 2 is established [l]. 
COROLLARY. The set M of ma&pliers possesses two independent 
generators if and only if the closure m of image W of d under (5) does not 
contain a half-plane. 
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This follows because w is a convex cone. If w does not contain a 
half-plane, it consists of all points (u, V) satisfying a set of independent 
inequalities of the form 
The multipliers (A’, ,u’), (A”, ,D”) generate M. 
LEMMA. Suppose that the dimension of d exceeds two and that there 
Exist vectors x and y in & such th.at 
P(x) > 0, Q(x) = 0, P(Y) < 0, Q(y) = 0. 
Then there exists a point x,, # 0 in d smh that P(xO) = Q(.q,) 1: 0 
In the proof we can suppose that P(z) = - P(y) = 1. If Q(:v, ~1) -~ 0, 
then Q(xx + y) = 0 for all tc and we can select u such at 
P(ax + y) = KS + 2crP(X, y) - 1 = (1 
The vector x,, = ccx + y has P(x,,) = Q(xO) = 0 as desired. Suppose 
that b = Q(x, y) # 0. ReplacingQ bye/b we can suppose that Q(x, ~8) = I. 
Let .z be a vector in d that is not a linear combination of x and y. Choosing 
a, ,8 so that 
Q(x, z -t_ CI.X + by) = Q(x, z) + 11 = 0, 
Q(r, z + cs + P-Y) = Qb, 4 + 2 = 0 
and replacing z by z + CG + By, we see that we can suppose that z has 
been chosen so that Q(x, z) = Q(y, z) = 0. Having modified 2 in this 
manner we find that the equations 
P(z + ux + Pv) = 0, Q(z + ‘xx + /l”V) = 0 
in (x and ,8 take the form 
CC~+SR~~~-~~+~DU+~EP+F-~O, 2c.g + f = 0. 
It is easily seen that these equations have a real solution (E, ,0). This 
solution yields a vector x0 = z + ux + by having P(x,) = Q(x,,) = 0, and 
the lemma is established. 
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COROLLARY. If the dimension of ~9 exceeds two and the image W of 
B under the transformation N = P(x), v = Q(x) is the uv plane, there is 
a point x0 # 0 in d such that P(x,,) = Q(xo) = 0. 
Combining this result with Theorem 1 we obtain 
THEOREM 3.* Szlppose the dimension of I exceeds two and there is 
no point x # 0 in B such that P(x) = Q(x) = 0. Then the set M of multi$liers 
@,,u) such that (2) holds on d is mmtrivial. 
We now consider criteria which ensure that the set of multipliers such 
that (3) holds is not empty. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that P(x) = Q(x) = 0 only in the case x = 0. 
Suppose that the closure w of the image W of d under 21 = P(x), v = Q(x) 
does not contain a half-space. Then the set Mf of mzlltipliers is not empty 
artd contains the interior of M. 
By the corollary to Theorem 2 the set M has two independent 
multipliers (I’, $), (A”, $‘). Let 1 = al’ + bl”, ,u = up’ + b,u”, where 
a > 0, b > 0. Then (1,~) is interior to M and the relation 
0 = Ap(x) -i-rue(x) = a[l’p(x) +$Q(x)] + b[l”P(x) + ,#P(x)] 
holds only in the case 
A’P(x) +/de(x) = A”P(x) +/l/Q(x) = 0. 
Since I’$’ # A”$ it follows that P(x) = Q(x) = 0 and hence that x = 0. 
Consequently (1,~) is in Mf, as was to be proved. 
THEOREM 5. S@pose that P(x) = Q(x) = 0 olzly in case x = 0 and 
that the image W of d under the tralcsformation u = P(x), v = Q(x) is 
closed. If the dimension of I is two szlppose fahher that W is not the uv plane. 
Then the set M of multipliers possesses two independent generators and 
Mf is the interior of M. 
* A topological proof of this result and of Theorem 6 in the case dim d > 2 has 
been given by E. Calabi [2]. An alternate proof of Theorem 6 in the case dim d > 2 
has been given by 0. Taussky [3]. 
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RJ. the corollary preceding ‘Theorem 3 the set I+’ is not the ZIV plane. 
Suppose that W is the half-plane 
Observe that the relations 
-- /s(x) -1 /IQ(s) = 0, M(x) /-/d)(x) == 0 
hold if and only if P(_\-) = Q(x) = 0 and hence if and onl~r if .v = I). 13~r 
replacing P, Q respectively by ~~ ~1’ k 20, 11’ -1 1~9, w find that \ve 
can suppose that TV is the half-plane 7; 3 0. Since !I: is closed there exist 
\ectors s and _7’ in d such that 
for all numbers SC. Hence Q(.r, _v) :=: 0. Select Y. such tht 
‘he \wtor 2 == xx T J’ in a nonnull \ector ha\ing l’(z) L- Q(2) -- 0, 
contrary to our hypotheses. It follows that 11. is a proper subset of a 
half-plane. By Theorem 1 the set M has t\vo independent generators. 
Since II’ is closed the generators of M cannot bc in :I2 , as one rcadil!. 
verifies. Hence M’ is the interior of M, as was to bc pro\~~l. 
'I‘HIsoREJ~ 6. Suppose the dimension 12 of 6’ is finite arzd that there is 
WV 7tector .Y # 0 ifa R such that P(x) = Q(x) = 0. If YL = 2 su,t$ose further 
that there is a point (u, 71) which is not of the form II = P(x), v == Q(x) for 
some .Y in 6. Then the image W of 8 zwder the transformation u ~= P(x), 
1~ = Q(x) is closed. Moreover the set Si has two gcneratovs aud M is the 
interior of M. 
Suppose that IV is not closc~l and let w,, (IA,,, q,) be a limit point 
of IV which is not in W. Select a sequence of vectors {xn} in B such that 
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Let lx,/ be the Euclidean norm of x,,. We have limn+mjX,I = +CXJ 
since otherwise the subsequence of {x,,} would converge to a point x,, 
such that P(xs) = ua, Q(xe) = us, which is impossible. Replace {CC,,} by 
a suitable subsequence, again denoted by ix,,}, such that the unit vectors 
y, = x,/Ix,( converge to a vector ya. We have y,, # 0 and 
P(y)=lim.P(y)=lim +J=O 0 n 
n--tm Ix,12 ’ 
Q(yo) = fim ?(xn) - 0 
’ n+m n--+m lq - 
which is impossible. It follows that W is closed and that the conclusions 
of Theorems 3 and 5 are applicable. 
As a consequence of Theorem 6 we have the following result which 
has been established by several authors [&7]. 
THEOREM 7. Su@ose that the dimension of d is finite. If P(x) > 0 
for all x f 0 in d such that Q(x) = 0, then there is a number ,u # 0 such 
that 
for all x f 0 in 8. 
P(x) +/G(x) > 0 
Since the hypotheses of Theorem 6 are satisfied the set M+ is open 
and nonempty. If Q(x) # 0 whenever x # 0 then Q or - Q is positive 
on d and there are multipliers of the form 1 = 0, ,D # 0 in Mi. Since 
Mf is open, we can modify these multipliers so that il > 0. These mul- 
tipliers in turn can be scaled so that 1 = 1. If Q(x) = 0 for some x # 0 
then il > 0 for every set (A, p) in M+ and we can select a set having A = 1. 
In the finite dimensional case the set M+ of multipliers is open. It 
is empty if the image W of 6 under the transformation (5) is not closed. 
In the infinite dimensional case the set Mf need not be open and it may 
be nonempty when W is not closed. This can be seen by the following 
examples. Let d be the class of all sequences x = (xi, x2, xa, . . .) of real 
numbers such that 
Let P, Q be the quadratic forms 
P(x) = 5 &_1? 
i&=1 
Q(x) = S&2x,, - 1x2” + c,“&) 
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where c, > c,~~~ > 0 and c = limn_co c ) 0. Clearly P(X) = Q(X) = 0 n V 
only if x = 0. In view of the relation 
we have P(X) + ,BQ(x) 3 0 in 6‘ if 0 < ,U < 3. ‘lhe multipliers (A’,p’) == 
(1, 0), (A”,,u”) = (1, 9) generate M. If c == 0 then M’ is empty. If 
c > 0, the multipliers (1, 3) are in M. and M ‘~ fails to be open. ‘lhe 
points (cn , 2 - 1) are the images of the points n in c;s” having x,,, _ , == c,,, 
X‘& = - l/c,, .x? = 0 otherwise. However, the limit point (c2, ~ 1) is not 
in W. Consequently IF’ is not closed. The boundary point (0, 1) of W’, 
however, is in IV. 
If we select 
we see that 
is nonnegative on W only if p = 1. In fact P(x) + Q(X) ;> 0 for all .u f 0 
on 8. Here Mf and M have the same generator (A, p) ~2 (1, 1) and ;M 
differs from M by the trivial set. 
The next theorem is concerned with pairs of bounded quadratic 
forms P, Q on a Hilbert space 8. A quadratic form I’ is said to be weakl>l 
lower semicontinuous on 8 in case 
lim inf P(x,) > P(x& 
,I + Ii 
if the sequence {x,,} in 1 converges weakly to sU. It is said to be compact 
or w-continuous if limn_m P(x,) = P(xa) whenever {xX} converges weak11 
to x,,. It is said to be elliptic (or Legendre) in case a sequence {xn) converges 
strongly to x,, if it converges weakly to x,, and lim,,,, P(x,) = P(x,J. 
If P is elliptic, then P or -- P is weakly lower semicontinuous. We 
say that P is Positively elliptic if P is elliptic and weakly lower semi- 
continuous. A pair of quadratic forms P, Q will be said to be a positively 
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elliptic pair or Legendre pair in case they are weakly lower semicontinuous 
on Q and a sequence {xn} converges strongly to x0 if it converges weakly 
to x0 and limn_oo P(x,) = P(x,), limr+,m Q(x,) = Q(xa). It is easily 
seen that P, Q are a positively elliptic pair if and only if IZP + ,uQ is 
positively elliptic for every pair of positive multipliers 3, and p. If P is 
positively elliptic and Q is compact, then P, Q are a positively elliptic 
pair. 
THEOREM 8. Let P, Q be a positively elliptic pair of quadratic forms 
on a Hilbert space d with the property that P(x) < 0, Q(x) < 0 for a vector 
x in d only if x = 0. Then the set M of multipliers has two independent 
generators and M+ contains the interior of 8’. If P and Q are indefinite 
on 8, the image W of B under the transformation u = P(x), v = Q(x) is 
closed. 
Although this result is a consequence of results obtained earlier by 
the author [7], it is instructive to give an alternate proof here. We 
consider first the case in which P, Q are indefinite. In this event the 
theorem will follow from Theorem 5 by showing that the image W of d 
under the transformation u = P(x), v = Q(x) is closed. To this end 
let (u,, va) # (0,O) be a boundary point of W. By Theorems 1 and 2 there 
exist nontrivial multipliers (iz,,~) such that if (u, v) is in W then 
the equality holding if (‘u, v) = (z1e, v,,). Moreover, ;Z > 0, ,u 3 0 since 
no point interior to the third quadrant is in W. We have 
Wx) +pQ(x) b 0 
on 8. Since P, Q are indefinite on d it follows that 13 > 0, ,u > 0. Consider 
now a sequence {x,> in 8 such that 
lim P(x,) = uO, limQ(x,) = va. 
If the sequence {xn} is unbounded, there is a subsequence {y,,} such that 
1im-X /Ynl = + bo and such that the sequence {z,,} = {Y,/ly,l} of unit 
vectors converges weakly to a vector z0 in 8. We then have by the lower 
semicontinuity of P and Q, 
lim P(z,,) = lim* = 0 > P(z,,), lim Q(zn) = 0 > Q(zJ. 
+8--+X Yn -Co 
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Hence zO = 0, by virtue of our hypothesis on P and c). lhe scquencc 
{zn} of unit vector accordingly converges weakly to zO = 0 and P(z,,) + 
P(za), Q(zJ -+Q(z,). Since P, Q are an elliptic pair, it follows that {z,,} 
converges strongly to zO = 0. This is impossible since :.:,, j -=- 1. It follows 
that the sequence {x+,} is bounded and has a weakly convergent subsequence. 
%‘e can therefore suppose that the original sequence has been chosen so 
that it converges weakl!. to a \.cctor x,,. \l’tl then have 
and hence 
These relations are possible onl!~ in the case u(, = P(x,,J, 7’” 1 Q(_v,,). It 
follows that (IL,,, ~a) is in Vi* and that WY is closed, as was to be proved. 
If P and Q are not both indefinite the set II’ riced not be closed. Suppost, 
that Q is definite. M-c can suppose that Q(x) 3 0 on 6’. For if Q < 0 
on 8, then Q, being weakly lower semicontinuous, is compact and \VE can 
replace Q b> ~ Q. \Ve shall show that M possesses two independent 
generators by showing that there is a constant b,, such that if h > b,,, 
then 
f’(x) + ix)(x) gz 0 (7) 
for all x in A. Suppose this is false. Then for tx\.cl-!’ integer II there is ;I 
\ector x,, f 0 such that 
I’(_\.,,) + JzQ(.Y,,) -._ 0. 
l‘his relation will hold if _Y,~ is replaced 1~~. x,,/ ,I,, i. \\:e can therefore assumt: 
that LX,% = 1 and that .T,~ converges weakly to a lector x,,. Since Q(.Y,,) > 0 
and P(s,) is bounded, it follows that 
Hence 8(x,,) = 0, f’(x,) < 0, and x,, - 0. The sequence (x,~> converges 
weakly to x,, x 0 and P(x,,) -+ P(x,) = 0, Q(x),) --+ Q(x,,) = 0. But this 
implies that (xP1} converges strongly to zero, which is impossible since 
l.inrCW _4Zgebra a4 l/s .‘lpplica/iolzS I, 39-4oi (I!rrix) 
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lx,j = 1. It f 11 o ows that there is a constant b, such that (7) holds when 
b >, b,. Consequently the set M of multipliers has two sets of generators, 
as was to be proved. 
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